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Furthermore, Maurina and Rowan were keeping a close eye on everything. He needed to make sure that

this one strike bore fruit. Otherwise, it would be a difficult battle.

Rowan narrowed his eyes, “There really is something wrong with his head! He’s so eager to die!”

He said that as he looked at Moses, who had not slowed down at all.

Those words were exactly what Maurina and practically every warrior on stage was thinking. Jasmine

looked like a moth that was charging right into a flame. He was looking for death!

Bang!

With a loud explosion, the purple-gold electric ball clashed with Jasmine’s Soul Burst Ring. The intense

explosion started to distort the space around them.

It caused shockwave after shockwave.

Jasmine was right at the corner of it all, and he was sent flying by the shockwave!

He was sent flying backward, and Jasmine could not help but spit out a mouthful of blood in the air. He

slammed right into the protective barrier. Thankfully, the Soul Burst Ring had shielded him from most of

the attack. His eyes never left the three-headed silver python the whole time.

Compared to Moses, the three-headed silver python was in a much worse state. For the sake of making

sure that the explosion was closer to the python, Jasmine had ignored his own safety. As a result, he had

achieved what he wanted.

The center of the explosion was incredibly close to the three-headed silver python’s stomach.

Soul Sky was a storm god rank technique.

With the help of his world avatar, its destructive capability rose even further!

His Soul Burst Ring was the second level of Soul Sky. With the world avatar to bolster it, the destructive

capabilities of Soul Burst Ring were incredibly close to the perfect level of Soul SKy.

If Soul Sky had been an upper god ranktechnique, its destructive capabilities would definitely have been

raised to a full level by a perfect world avatar. However, Soul Sky was too highly ranked. Even though

Jasmine’s world avatar was perfect at the first stage, having completed all ninety-six runes, he had failed

to truly increase the power of Soul Sky by a full level.

However, that was fine. He still obtained the results he wanted.

At that moment, there was a massive hole in the python’s stomach. The flesh around its wound was

completely charred. There was even a vague hissing around it as if a flame was burning its body.

The python was no longer as proud as before. Its body was curled up as it writhed on the ground in pain!

The natural-born technique of this python had reached the storm god rank as well, but due to the

restrictions of the laws in the Whirling World, it had been stuck at the first stage.

Meanwhile, Jasmine’s Soul Sky was already incredibly close to complete mastery. The difference in

strength between both sides was clear.

The three-headed silver python had been no match for Soul Sky at all.

The strength of the explosion was clear around the python’s stomach. The python writhed on the ground.

All three of its heads constantly swayed.

That scene caused everyone to hold their breaths. They were all stunned by the cries of pain coming from

the python. The place was completely silent.

Everyone stared with widened eyes and their mouths gaping, full of disbelief.

They could not believe that what they saw was real!

Everyone was so shocked by the scene in front of them that no words were coming out of their mouths!

They even wondered if they were seeing things.
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